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URBAN OPS - THE CARD GAME
Urban  Ops  is  a  card  game in  which  two  squads,  each  composed  of  6 

characters, face off, in an urban/industrial environment, a city-state called Horizon, 
with the goal to eliminate the opposing team.

THE CARDS
there are 4 types of cards:
1. characters: there are in total 15 characters, each with specific background and 
abilities
2. arsenal: there are a total of 119 arsenal cards, and each represents a single 
piece of equipment
There are four types of equipment: weapons (melee and ranged), armor, bombs, 
and miscellaneous
3. locations: there are 32 location cards that represent the areas of the city-state 
of Horizon, in which the fight takes place
4. events: there are 12 event cards, hiding among the arsenal cards, that, when 
drawn, cause an event to happen

Character cards show the following information:

character's name 

image: shows a picture of the character

wounds:  small  heart-shaped  icons  show  the  wounds  the 
character  has  left.  When  a  character  is  wounded,  simply 
cover one heart with a token. When all hearts are covered, he 
is eliminated from the game, along with all his equipment

attributes: tells the 2 attributes the character has: one is an 
advantage, one is a disadvantage

Arsenal cards show the following information:

item name and type

image: shows a picture of the item

item description: tells what the item does

N.: is the activation number: the lower the number, 
higher are the chances of successfully using it
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Location cards show the following information:

location name and if it is outside or inside

image: shows a picture of the location and where it 
is within the city of Horizon

effects: tells the effects the location has to items or 
characters

Event cards show the following information
type of event and the instructions on how to resolve 
it

 

Faction symbols: 

the nukes

the skullz

GAMEPLAY
Game set-up
1) players  choose  a  FACTION  SYMBOL,  which  will  represent  their  team, 
throughout the game.
2) both players draw 8 random Location cards each, and arbitrarily place them, 
face down, to form a circle, between them (the remaining 16 location cards are discarded 
and won't be used in this game).
3) each or them chooses a location (without knowing what it is) and places his faction 
symbol on top of it: this will be the Head-Quarters location (see winning conditions on 
page 7).
4) they randomly pick 6 characters (or, if the players agree, one at a time, they choose the 
characters they want), and, one at a time, place them, face up, under any Location 
card of their choice, also placing, on each character the chosen faction symbol, in 
order to distinguish each players' team.

At this stage, there will only be 1 character in each location.
When both players have placed all their characters on the table, they can flip 

the terrain cards, facing up, revealing what the locations are.
Now all  characters  have  been  deployed  somewhere,  in  the  city-state  of 

Horizon, and the fight can begin (i.e. 4 locations will be “empty”).
5) each player, draws 10 arsenal cards, and keeps them in his hand; then they 
incorporate the 12 event cards within the remaining 99 arsenal cards, and  shuffle 
the deck (the Arsenal Pile), and place it, face down, in the middle of the table, so 
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that both players can easily reach it.
6) Both players roll 1 ten sided die (1d10), and who scores highest (re-rolling any 
ties) begins.

This is how the table will look like (with two rims: one formed of locations, and one 
formed of characters).

The turn
During his turn, a player  can do the following actions: in the order we call 

D.E.M.A.:
1. Draw up to 2 cards from the arsenal pile
2. Equip up to 2 arsenal cards to 1 or 2 characters
3. Move one character (along with his equipment) to an adjacent location
4. Activate one character using one or both his equipped arsenal cards

A player can do all or only some of such actions, but such actions have to be 
done, strictly in the DEMA order.

When the player has done his DEMA it is the other player's turn; then, back 
to the previous, and so on, until  the winning conditions are met, and the game 
ends.

1. Draw
If the player doesn't have in his hand an arsenal card he likes, or has none 

at all, he can draw up to 2 arsenal cards, from the arsenal pile. There is no limit as 
to how many arsenal cards a player can keep in his hand.

Hidden among these cards, there are 12 event cards, that, from behind, look 
just like arsenal cards, but, when drawn, initiate the event, described within the 
card .

Unless otherwise stated, resolve the event immediately, as soon as the card 
is drawn, following the event description.
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2. Equip
The player can equip up to 2 arsenal cards to a character of his choice, or 

he can equip 1 card to a character and another card to another character.
A player is allowed to equip a card he has drawn, within the same turn.
No arsenal card can be used before being allocated to a character.
A character can be equipped with no more than 2 arsenal cards, but the 

player can replace an already equipped card, with a new one. The replaced card is 
then discarded.

3. Move
One  character  (along  with  his  equipment)  can be  moved  to  a  location 

adjacent to his. If the location is already occupied by another character (friend or 
foe) they both occupy said location, and both will benefit/suffer from the location's 
effects.

No more than 3 characters (friend and foe) can occupy a single location (so, 
if both locations adjacent to a character are occupied by 3 characters, he simply cannot move this  
turn).

4.Activate
The player  can activate 1 character, ordering him to use one or both the 

items he is equipped with.
Armor  cards  are  the  only  arsenal  cards  that  can  be  activated  in  the 

opponent's turn (if a character is equipped with 2 armor cards, a player can even activate both of  
them, in the opponent's turn, if needed).

Players cannot activate a card that has been equipped to the a character, 
within the same turn.

How to activate arsenal cards

Each  arsenal  card  shows  a  number  (called  activation  number),  in  the 
top/bottom-right corner: the player will roll 1d10 (called activation roll) and try to  score 
equal  to,  or  higher  than  the  activation  number,  to  successfully  use  the  item. 
Immediately after the arsenal card has been used, it is discarded, and placed in the 
discarded pile.

If the player fails the activation roll, scoring lower than the activation number, 
the card produces no effects and is then discarded.

Example: activation number “5” means that the item is successfully used on a roll 
of 5 or more; “3”, means that the players needs to score 3 through 10; “8” means 
that on a roll of  8, 9 or 10, the item is successfully used, and so on.

NOTE:  all  activation  rolls  can  be  modified  by  the  following  circumstances:  the 
location  the  characters  (user  or  target)  are  in,  the  characters'  abilities,  other 
equipment. 

All modifiers stack, so if a modifier confers a -1 to the activation roll, and 
another confers a +2 to the roll, the modifier is +1 (-1+2=1).

A roll of 1 before modifiers are allocated, is always a failure; a roll of an 
unmodified 10, is always a success, regardless of modifiers.

Some items have a “-” instead of an activation number: this means that the 
item is activated automatically, without an activation roll; these are cards that are 
used in combination with other cards, and are discarded along the combined card.
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Some cards (generally bombs and weapons,  but  also some misc cards) 
have, in their description also a range value, which indicates the distance of the 
item's affect.

To make the explanation easy, we have assigned a number to each location, 
1 to 16:

The character in location 3 has used a range 2 item (red arrows)  so its 
effects are conveyed  at any character within 2 locations from him (1 to 5); the 
character in location 7 used a melee weapon (blue arrows), with range 1, so he 
can only affect enemies that are next to him; the character in location 11 uses an  
item with range 3 (green arrows), and can only affect character in locations 8 to 14;  
the character in location 16 (yellow arrows) used a ranged weapon, with range 4.

Characters that  are in  the same location can attack each other  only by using 
melee weapons: hence, no ranged weapons or bombs can be used to attack a foe 
within the same location.

NOTE:  ranges,  just  like  the  activation  rolls,  can  be  modified  by  the  following 
circumstances: the location the characters (user or target) are in, the characters' 
abilities, other equipment. 

All  ranges modifiers stack, so if  a modifier confers a +1 to a range, and 
another confers a +2 to the roll, the range modifier is +3 (1+2=3).

While Weapons (ranged and melee) and Misc cards deal their effects to a single  
target character (friend or foe), Bombs deal their effects to a target Location, so 
the bombs' effects involve ALL the characters in said location (friends or foe).
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Winning conditions
There are 2 ways to win a game of Urban Ops:

1- eliminating the entire opposing team;
2- occupying the enemy Head Quarters Location.

To occupy an HQ, a player will have to move 3 characters on such location, 
and the HQ is conquered as soon as the third character moves to such location.

The HQ Location does not take into account the effects pictured within the 
card description, but has the following effects:

-2 to all enemy activation rolls
+2 to all friendly activation rolls

Example of gameplay
Player 1 activates a revolver (Act.N.5), and tries to hit an enemy in range 1: 

he  scores  6,  so  the  target  character  is  hit.  The  target  character,  though,  is 
equipped with a Kevlar suit  (Act.N.6),  and tries to deflect the hit,  activating the 
kevlar suit: the player rolls a 7 and the the wound is blocked.

Both players, then, discard the revolver card and the kevlar suit card, in the 
apposite pile.

Now  it's  player's  2  turn,  and  he  equips  Sergey  Topovic,  one  of  his 
characters, with a dagger (Act.N.4), but, since he cannot use it right away, decides 
to to activate a previously equipped melee weapon: he rolls 3, and since Sergey is 
excellent at using explosives, but sucks when using melee weapons, he has a -1 
modifier when using melee weapons, so he fails at using such weapon. The used 
weapon is put in the discard pile. Player 2  has used both his actions, so it's back 
to Player 1.

Player 1 moves Sakura Kowda, an close combat fighting machine, to the 
toxic  river,  and  decides  to  use  the  iron  knuckles  (Act.N.3)  he  was  previously 
equipped with: the player rolls a 3. Sakura Kowda has +1 to all  melee weapon 
activation rolls, but the toxic river gives -2 to all activation rolls, meaning his roll has 
a -1 modifier, so the activation roll is 2 (3+1-2=2), and has failed. Player 2 discards  
the dagger in the apposite pile.

Player  1  fights  back,  a  uses the  air  strike  (act.N.9),  that  is  equipped to 
Raphael Domingo, who has a +2 modifier to all bomb activation rolls, so Player 1 
needs a 7 to successfully use the item. He rolls 7, and since he targeted an enemy 
character  in  location  4,  the  enemies  in  location  3,  4  and  5  are  hit.  Only  the 
character in location 5 has armor, so the characters in locations 3 and 4 suffer 1  
wound; the character in location 5 has an anti-bomb suit (Act.N.4):  player 2 rolls 8, 
so the wound is deflected. Both players discard any character that eventually died, 
and the used arsenal cards (the air strike, the anti-bomb armor)
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The characters
 

Garreth McLoud (M)
He was raised in the Horizon highlands, where bar fights happened 

on a  daily basis,  and Garreth  loves getting  into  fights.  When he was 
younger, he was wounded by a drunk person during a squabble, and got 
stabbed in the face, losing his left eye. Since then he is visually impaired.

Attribute: short sighted: -1 to all ranges
+1 to all melee weapon activation rolls

Ling Tamagochi (F) 
She comes from the Great East, an Horizon volcanic region, where 

hardly anybody can survive. Her family was so poor, they had to sell her, 
to a rich merchant, who abused of her until she was old enough to slit his 
throat. Her motto is that with a lethal attack, there's no need for armor.

Now, she offers her skills and experience to the best bidder.
Attribute: assassin +2 to all melee weapon activation rolls

-2 to all armor activation rolls

Luise Tennesee (F)
Luise was an officer in the Southland military of Horizon, and fought 

during the Megapolis great war. During an enemy attack, she was shot, 
and lost the use of her legs. When brought to the hospital, the doctors had 
to  amputate  her  legs,  and substitute  them with  a pair  of  experimental 

bionic legs: now she is one of the fastest women in Horizon.
Attribue: fast Luise can move 2 locations instead of only 1

Luise cannot move if she move the previous turn

Margot LaBoumé (F)
Margot has always been a tomboy: sister of four boys, that used to 

beat her up everyday. One day she stole her brothers' toy rifle, but she 
got caught, and got a beating from all four of them.  When she grew up,  
she was strong enough to serve them the same medicine, but she never 

got to learn how to use a rifle.
Attribute: harsh +1 to all armor activation rolls

-1 to all ranges

Akira Tamagochi (M)
Just like his sister Ling, Akira was sold, so his family could gain some 

money, but, unlike Ling, Akira spent his life with a caring family. Such family 
had an aged tradition of military life, and Akira couldn't do any less, so he 
was  trained  to  be  a  sniper,  and  enrolled  in  the  Southland military,  and 

became the leader of the sniper squadron. Now he retired, but his skills still remain 
trustworthy.
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Attribute: sharp shooter +1 to all activation rolls, when using a 
weapon with range 4 or higher

-1 to all activation rolls, when using a 
weapon with range 3 or lower

Teresa Millesoli (F)
She always wanted to be a doctor, since she was a little girl in the 

Old-Horizon (the oldest region of Horizon). She studied a lot, at the age of 
22, three years before her classmates, she graduated and accomplished 

her dream. She started working in a small Megalopis Hospital, but then decided 
she had to serve her Country, and enrolled as a medical officer in the Southland  
Military.

She never was a good fighter, nor a swell shooter, but with a medical kit, she 
can do wonders.

Attribute: doctor +2 to medical kit activation roll and range 2 
to med kit

cannot be equipped melee weapons

Abraham - Abe - Jefferson (M) 
Coming from the ghetto didn't help Abe with his carrier: he entered a 

gang at the age of seven, and, so, kept going in and out of jail for all his  
life. He was tough, but never had anyone who could take him under his 
wing and control Abe's anger and convey it to a good deed.

To Abe,  anything that is made of more than two components,  is hard to 
assemble, but compensates this lack of education with a total lack of fear, which, in 
battle, most times, is more useful than anything else.

Attribute: untrained -1 to all weapon and bomb activation rolls
+2 to all armor activation rolls

Mohamed Al Hurrà (M)
Wrongly  accused  to  be  the  terrorist  who  put  a  bomb  under  the 

Megapolis  mayor,  he  went  to  jail  and  was  condemned  to  death 
sentence. The Mayor himself, who survived the attack, though, forgave 
him, but only so he could blackmail Mohamed, and make him do his 

dirty work.
Mohamed refused the “offer”, but managed to escape and now lives as a 

renegade, earning money, serving this or that independent army.
Attribute:  resilient the  character  can  repeat  any  failed  armor 

activation rolls
-1 to all weapon activation rolls

AAV 001 - aka Franky (N)
Nobody really knows where AAV 001 comes from or what he actually 

is. All we know is that he looks more like a robot, than a man, and due to 
his weight and height, people often call him Franky or Dr.Frankenstein.

He is big, slow and clumsy, but when he reaches the enemy, and, believe 
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you me, he will, he is a darn lethal machine.
Attribute: clumsy +1 to all melee weapon ranges

cannot be equipped with ranged weapons nor bombs

Andrea Diggory (F)
Andrea ran away from a psychiatric institute at the age of 20. She 

was sent there by her dad, who told the doctors Andrea was mad, only so 
he could avoid taking care of her. Needless to say, she didn't really like 
this situation, so, while confined, she often tried to escape, which brought 

her to be punished, being tied with a straightjacket.
Attribute: claustrophobic -2 to all activation rolls when inside locations

can repeat any failed activation roll when inside 
locations

Sergey Topovic (M)
Sergey comes from one of the coldest Horizon regions. To worm-up 

his house, he came up with all sorts of ways to light fires, most of which 
involved the use of explosives.

Once he almost died when a pack of C4 went off in his hand. He lost 
the use of his right arm, but still keeps on using his skills to build all sorts of bombs, 
with any material he can find.

Attribute: explosives specialist +1 to all bomb activation rolls
-1 to  all  melee weapon activation  
rolls

Sakura Kowda (F)
Sakura  was the daughter  of  a  Diplomat.  She always lived among 

riches and in  wealth.  One day,  though,  her  father  died  after  a  terrorist 
attack, and ever since, Sakura swore to find the responsible.  She used 

most of her money to train to become the perfect silent killer. 
Attribute: fighter +1 to all melee weapons activation rolls

  -1 to all ranged weapon activation rolls

Urika Petrovna (F)
Ulrika  used  to  work  for  a  circus:  her  performance  consisted  in 

shooting a bull's eye from half a mile away, and she never failed.
When the circus had to close, due to economical problems, she was 

without a job, and she had to find a way to earn money, so now, she 
sells her skills to who ever asks her.

Attribute: eagle eye +1 to all ranged weapon ranges
can only be equipped with ranged weapons
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Raphael Domingo (M)
Raphael's father was obsessed by control, so he built a “wall” around 

Raphael. After the father's death, though, the “wall” collapsed, and Raphael 
could live normally, without anybody watching over him. Though he kept his 
attitude,  which  brings  him  thinking  he  can  do  what  ever  he  pleases, 

uncaring of the consequences.
Attribute: smart ass +1 to all bomb activation rolls

when he rolls a natural 1, 2 o 3 when activating a 
bomb, regardless of modifiers, he suffers 1 wound 
with no armor activation rolls allowed

Susan Palovsky (F)
Susan, once, had a twin, a perfect copy of herself: the only difference 

was that her sister didn't care about putting away the toys, about cleaning 
the room, about staying tidy and neat, all  things that, of course, Susan 

couldn't do without.
When Susan's sister didn't clean up the room, Susan had no other thing to 

do, apart telling her sister how the job had to be done: she told her many times...  
with a knife...

Attribute: perfectionist she considers an automatic success, regardless 
of modifiers, the rolls of 8, 9 and 10
she considers automatic failure, regardless of 
modifiers, the rolls of 1, 2 and 3
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